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Abstract- Topology control not only achieves the objective of 
power saving but also increases the system throughput by in-
creasing the spatial reuse of communication channels. However, 
there exists a hidden terminal problem due to asymmetric trans-
mission radii among nodes after topology control. In this paper, 
we propose a distributed protocol that deals with topology control 
at network layer and hidden terminal problem at MAC layer. 
Each node in the networks determines its power for data trans-
mission and control packets transmission according to the re-
ceived beacon messages from its neighbors. The proposed proto-
col works without location information and uses little control 
packet overhead to prevent the potential collisions due to the 
hidden terminals. Simulations show that our protocol signifi-
cantly decreases total power consumption in the networks and 
has a better network throughput compared to previous work. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) have become popular 
research topics recently. Due to the mobile manner of wireless 
nodes, the construction of an ad hoc network, called topology, 
is usually temporary or changes dynamically. In a MANET, 
besides the distribution of wireless nodes, the topology is 
mainly decided by their transmission power or radius. Conven-
tionally, in a MANET, the transmission radii of nodes are 
fixed and all nodes use the maximum power to transmit pack-
ets. However, the overall performance on the end-to-end delay, 
channel utilization, and lifetime of a MANET can be enhanced 
if the transmission power of each node is properly adjusted to 
a reduced level [1][2][3]. The primary object of topology con-
trol is to design an energy-efficient protocol that optimizes the 
transmission power of each node, while the resulting topology 
retains its property of connectivity. In general, higher network 
throughput can be achieved due to the following two benefits. 
First, the interference is reduced by varying the transmission 
radii of the nodes to a nearer scope [1][4]. Second, more data 
transmissions are able to simultaneously occur in the 
neighborhood of a node and thus, increase spatial channel 
re-use[2].  

Several papers were proposed to address topology control in 
the literature. We can classify them into centralized and dis-
tributed computing methods. The centralized topology control 
methods [5][6][7], such as the minimum spanning tree  based 
algorithm [5], assume that a central entity (e.g., sink or access 
point) knows the locations of each node, and is capable of de-
termining the optimum transmission power of each node 
through the collected global information. Although this cen-
tralized method is simple, it is not scalable. Moreover, such a 
central entity is against the nature of ad hoc networks in which 
it normally lacks infrastructure. On the other hand, the 

 
 

distributed methods [8][9][10] have the advantage of scalabil-
ity and adaptation to mobility of nodes whereby each node 
makes a local decision of the suitable transmission power 
based on the gathered information from nearby neighbors.  

However, most of the proposed approaches for topology 
control hold the assumption that each node knows its own lo-
cation information by means of a global positioning system, 
triangulation-based positioning protocols and other positioning 
methods. However, to be equipped with a positioning device 
not only increases the cost of hardware deployment but also 
brings about several other disadvantages. First, it confines the 
location-aware based protocols to work in the outdoor envi-
ronment. Besides, the acquisition of location information will 
introduce computation delay, extra message overhead and en-
ergy consumption at each node. For this reason, the authors in 
[11] presented the XTC algorithm which is one of the few to-
pology control protocols which are location-free. The XTC 
algorithm consists of three steps. In the first step, each node 
broadcasts once at the maximum power and then ranks all its 
neighbors according to its link quality to them (from high to 
low). Each node transmits its ranking results to neighboring 
nodes during the second step. In the final step, each node lo-
cally examines all of its neighbors in the order of their ranking 
and decides which one needs to be directly linked. The XTC 
algorithm features the basic properties of topology control 
such as symmetry and connectivity while running faster than 
most previous algorithms. 

Although many efforts have targeted the topology control 
issue, most of them [5][6][7][8][9][10][11] focus on the net-
work layer and fail to consider the interference or collision 
problems that can occur at the medium access control (MAC) 
layer. The potential collision, which is the well-known hidden 
terminal problem, occurs when each node does not have the 
same transmission power in the resulting topology after power 
control. For example, in Fig. 1, assume that the resulting to-
pology after the power control protocol is constructed by five 
nodes and links (solid edges) between them. If node A intends 
to transmit data packets to B, it initially sends a RTS packet at 
a determined power (the dotted circle centered at A). Node B 
replies with a CTS at its determined power (the dotted circle 
centered at B) to ensure that all its one-hop neighbors (e.g., A 
and E) can overhear. Then, node A starts to transmit the data 
packets to B. Nodes C and D, which lie outside the reserved 
floors of nodes A and B, will not receive the RTS/CTS mes-
sage exchanged by nodes A and B. As C uses its determined 
power (the dotted circle centered at C) to send packets to the 
direct linking neighbor D, it causes a collision at node B. The 
hidden terminal problem is due to the asymmetric link between 
nodes B and C. This work was supported by the National Science Council of Republic of 
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Figure 1: Hidden terminal problem  

 
Unfortunately, the problem cannot be overcome by using 

the standard RTS/CTS control packets mechanism which con-
trol the packets transmission power is the same way as the data 
transmission power. Some MAC layer power control protocols 
have been proposed to solve the hidden terminal problem [12]. 
In their protocols, each node transmits control packets using 
the common maximum power to avoid the hidden terminal 
problem. Nevertheless, the corresponding cost is the reduction 
of spatial channel reuse. This is because a node will restrain all 
nodes in the neighborhood from transmitting if it is in the 
communication period, even though the neighboring nodes’ 
transmissions would not interfere with its correct message re-
ceipt. 

In our paper, we propose a distributed protocol, named Lo-
cation-Free Topology Control (LFTC) protocol, to deal with 
the topology control issue at the network layer and the hidden 
terminal problem at the MAC layer. The LFTC protocol is not 
only simple but it also has a low messages exchange overhead. 
In addition, the LFTC allows multiple communications to be 
carried out concurrently in the neighborhood. Finally, the 
connectivity property is preserved in the protocol.  

The rest of the present paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents our protocol. Section 3 evaluates the perform-
ance of our protocol in simulations. Section 4 concludes the 
paper. 

II. LOCATION-FREE TOPOLOGY CONTROL PROTOCOL 

In this section, we will present a protocol that constructs a 
power-efficient network topology while avoiding the potential 
collision due to the hidden terminal problem. We have the fol-
lowing assumptions for our protocol. Given a set V of n nodes 
deployed in a two-dimensional area, the network topology is 
denoted as a graph G = (V, E) in the plane which is constructed 
by having each node use the common maximum transmission 
power Pmax. E is the edges (links) set in which an edge (u, 
v)∈E if nodes u and v can directly communicate using the 
power Pmax. Every node has a unique ID and could communi-
cate to other nodes through an omni-directional antenna. None 
of the nodes are aware of their exact coordinates and relative 
distance to their neighbors in the area. However, the signal 
from the other nodes could be accurately received and the re-
ceived signal power could be exactly measured with the help 
of the radio interface in each node. 

The initial topology G = (V, E) before topology control must 
be connected, i.e., there exists at least one path between any 
pair of nodes in G. The minimum power for a node u to di-
rectly communicate with a node v is denoted by Puv. Here we 
take the model presented in [12] for node u to determine the 

power Puv when u receives a message from v and that v’s 
transmission power is known by u. The energy cost for u to 
send one packet to v is denoted by C(Puv) which can be ob-
tained by the power Puv. Transmission medium is symmetric in 
our assumptions. Therefore, Puv = Pvu and C(Puv) = C(Pvu). The 
common maximum transmission power of each node is de-
noted by Pmax. All nodes in the network are capable of chang-
ing their transmission power below the value of Pmax. In addi-
tion, we assume that there is an underlying MAC layer to solve 
the wireless contention problem. 

Our protocol consists of two phases: the first phase is link 
determination phase, and the second one is interference an-
nouncement phase. In the link determination phase, each node, 
say u, independently selects a set of its next-hop nodes from all 
of its neighbors according to a power-efficient strategy. In the 
interference announcement phase, some nodes will actively 
inform their neighbors in advance if they consider themselves 
as potential interferers who can affect the ongoing communi-
cations of their neighbors.  

A. Link Determination Phase 
In the first phase, each node independently decides its direct 

communication set (DCS) whenever it receives a “hello” mes-
sage from a neighbor. A node u will directly communicate 
with its neighboring node v if there is no common neighbor 
node i (denoted by CNi) of u and v such that messages sent 
from u to v via i ( u→i→v) has a lower total energy than the 
energy required from u directly to v (u→v). Each node would 
randomly broadcast a “hello” message once using the maxi-
mum power Pmax at any moment during the first phase. While 
a node u hears a “hello” message from a neighbor v, it imme-
diately computes for Puv and C(Puv) since the transmission 
power of a “hello” message is a constant, Pmax. Every “hello” 
message contains the sender ID and a specific data structure of 
the sender which is referred to as the vicinity table.  

There are four fields in the vicinity table as shown in Fig. 2. 
The first field, neighbor_ID, records the node’s ID if a node, 
say u, overheard the “hello” message sent from a node v. The 
field of direct_comm_cost stores the C(Puv) which is the re-
quired cost when u directly communicates with v. The 
min_comm_cost records the minimum communication energy 
cost from node u to node v. The value in this field would be 
dynamically updated whenever node u learns of a less-energy 
path for it to communicate with node v. Note that, the commu-
nicating path between nodes could be direct (one-hop) or indi-
rect (multi-hop). The last field link_type indicates whether the 
neighbor v belongs to the DCS(u) or not. If marked as “d”, 
node v is a next-hop node of node u (u can directly link to v); 
otherwise, v is an indirectly communicating neighbor of u and 
is marked as “i” in the link_type field. 

neighbor_ID direct_comm_cost min_comm_cost link_type 

v 5 5 d 
Figure 2: The vicinity table of a node u. 

The content in the vicinity table in each node is empty at the 
beginning. Upon overhearing a “hello” message from any 
node, a receiver inserts a new record and updates the fields of 
its table according to the collected information in the “hello” 
message. Assuming that a node u hears a “hello” message sent 
from node v, it will insert a record of v into its vicinity table 
and act as follows. If there is no CN between nodes u and v , 
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node u records node v as one of its next-hop neighbors 
(v∈DCS(u)). The link_type of v in u’s vicinity table (written 
as link_typeu(v) for simplicity) is marked as ’d’. Obviously, the 
value in min_comm_cost of v in u’s vicinity table (written as 
min_comm_costu(v)) is the same as the value of di-
rect_comm_cost of v (written as direct_comm_costu(v) = 
C(Puv)), which represents the temporary minimum energy 
consumption of communication cost from u to v by direct 
transmission.  

If there exist some CNs with node v, node u will check the 
type of each CN i and update the vicinity table accordingly. 
There are three types of CNs in our protocol. If the summation 
of min_comm_costu(i) in u’s table and min_comm_costv(i) in 
v’s table is smaller than the direct_comm_costu(v), node i is a 
relay CN and node u has a power-efficient path to node v via 
node i. In this case, node u would exclude v from its next-hop 
neighbors (v∉DCS(u)) by marking the link_typeu(v) as “i”. 
Thus, the minimum communication cost from u to v 
(min_comm_costu(v)) is replaced by the summation of 
min_comm_costu(i) and min_comm_costv(i). If node i is not a 
relay CN, node u would compute the summation of 
min_comm_costu(v) and min_comm_costv(i), which is equal to 
the minimum communication cost from u to i via v 
(u→…→v→…→i). If the summation is smaller than the 
min_comm_costu(i), node i is a benefited CN and node u has a 
power-efficient path to node i via node v. Therefore, the 
min_comm_costu(i) is updated to the summation of 
min_comm_costu(v) and min_comm_costv(i) and node i does 
not belong to u’s next-hop nodes (j∉DCS(u)). If the CNs do 
not belong to the above-mentioned types, they are called the 
irrelevant CNs. The irrelevant CNs will not cause any effect on 
the communication cost of node u with its neighbors. 

For example, assuming nodes D and E have received the 
“hello” messages from some of their neighbors and established 
their vicinity tables as shown in Fig. 3(a). Then in Fig. 3(b), 
node E broadcasts a “hello” message at Pmax including the in-
formation of its vicinity table. Once D receives the “hello” 
message from E, it computes the C(PDE) and puts the value 
into direct_comm_costD(E). Assume that the value of C(PDE) is 
equal to 8. There exist two CNs, A and B between nodes D and 
E. Since the summation of min_comm_costD(A)  in D’s table 
and min_comm_costE(A) in E’s table is smaller than the di-
rect_comm_costD(E), node A is a relay CN and node D has a 
power-efficient path to node E via node A. The 
min_comm_cost of node D to node E is equal to 4 as shown in 
Fig. 3(b). Fig. 3(c) illustrates that the communication power 
consumption from D to B can be further reduced after the 
min_comm_costD(E) is determined. The min_comm_costD(B) 
is updated to 5 and node B becomes the benefited CN. Ac-
cordingly, the field link_typeD(B) is changed to “i”. 

After a node u received the “hello” messages from all its 
neighbors, it could determine the DCS(u) and Pdata(u) from its 
vicinity table. Node u determines node v as its next-hop 
neighbor if the link_typeu(v) is marked as “d”. The determined 
transmission power of node u, Pdata(u), is the value that it can 
directly communicate with all of its next-hop nodes in the 
DCS(u). Note that the edges (links) constructed in the resulting 
topology are bi-directional. If node u and v in the resulting 
topology have an edge between them, the power-efficient way 
to communicate with each other is through the direct link. 
However, having no edge between two nodes does not always 

represent that the transmission power of one node cannot reach 
to the other node, because it just shows sometimes that an 
asymmetric link exists between them (for example, node B and 
node C in Fig. 1). 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 3: Example of link determination phase (a) vicinity tables of nodes D 
and E (b) a record of new neighbor E is inserted into D’s vicinity table with 
min_comm_cost = 4 (c) the min_comm_cost from node D to node B is updated 
to 5. 

B. Interference Announcement Phase 
After all the nodes have broadcast the “hello” messages and 

the optimal data transmission power at each node has been 
determined, each node starts to execute the interference an-
nouncement phase. This phase avoids data collision resulting 
from the hidden terminal problem when nodes use the power 
determined by the previous phase to transmit the data packets. 
The prevention mechanism proposed here is similar to the 
802.11 protocol which takes advantage of the RTS/CTS con-
trol packets. However, the difference with this method is that 
each node can determine a more appropriate power Pcontrol, to 
transmit the control packet. As we mentioned in the section on 
the previous work, using an excessive control packet power 
has the adverse effect of hindering data transmission from oc-
curring in the neighborhood and results in a low system 
throughput. 
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In the beginning, the control power of each node u, denoted 
by Pcontrol(u), is set to the same value as its determined data 
transmission power Pdata(u). In the meantime, u has to judge if 
it will cause interference with an ongoing transmission in its 
indirect neighbors in the future. It is not necessary for node u 
to consider that it would interfere with the data transmission of 
its direct link neighbors because the RTS/CTS packets sent by 
these neighbors before sending their data can be overheard by 
u. However, it probably causes a hidden terminal problem 
since node u does not receive the control packet in advance 
from the indirect nodes, and starts its transmission. This case 
has been described in the Fig. 1, whereby the interferer, node 
C, causes collision to its indirect neighbor B. To determine 
whether it is a potential interferer to the indirect linking 
neighbors or not, node u needs only to observe its resulting 
vicinity table formed in the first phase. If it finds that any node 
v ∉  DCS(u) and the direct transmission power Puv is less 
than the determined transmission power Pcontrol(u), node u re-
alizes that it is a potential interferer to node v.  

If a node u is aware that it is a potential interferer to some 
indirect linking neighbor v, it will notify the interfered node v 
in advance. The notification performed by u is to broadcast an 
“Inform” message including the sender ID. When broadcasting 
the “Inform” message, it is unnecessary for node u to use Pmax 
to notify all of its neighbors. Instead, the transmission power 
of the “Inform” message should be just high enough to reach to 
the farthest interfered node. When a node v overhears an “In-
form” message from a node u, node v would check whether the 
sender u is its direct neighbor or an indirect one. If the “In-
form” message is sent from the direct neighbor u∈DCS(v), v 
just ignores the message. Otherwise, if u ∉ DCS(v), v com-
pares its current Pcontrol(v) to Pvu. If Pcontrol(v) < Pvu, Pcontrol(v) is 
set to Pvu in order to ensure that the RTS/CTS control packets 
sent out by v can be correctly heard by node u. 

An example of the interference announcement phase is il-
lustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows that node A realizes that its 
transmission (the range of data transmission power is indicated 
by solid circle) may affect the ongoing transmission of nodes 
C and D. Therefore, it broadcasts an “Inform” message to no-
tify them in advance (the range of the “Inform” message is 
indicated by the dashed circle). In Fig. 4(b), assuming node D 
received the “Inform” messages from nodes A and G. Hence, D 
would magnify the RTS/CTS control packet power, Pcontrol(D) 
to prevent all its potential interferers such as A and G from 
starting their transmissions. 

 
(a)                             (b) 

Figure 4: (a) A broadcasts an “Inform” message to the interfered neighbors C 
and D (b) D broadcast a control packet to inform node A before data transmis-
sion. 

A summary of our protocol is presented as follows:  

 

The algorithm of LFTC 

Link Determination Phase: 
Each node broadcasts a “hello” message with its vicinity ta-
ble. 
If a node u receives the “hello” message from its neighbor v;  

If u has a power-efficient path to node v via node i 
Insert (v, direct_comm_costu(v), min_comm_costu(i) + 
min_comm_costv(i), i) into u’s vicinity table; 

Else  
Insert (v, C(Puv), C(Puv), d) into u’s vicinity table;  

end If 
If u has a power-efficient path to node i via node v  

Update the record of i in its vicinity table with ( i, di-
rect_comm_costu(i), min_comm_costu(v) + 
min_comm_costv(i), i); 

end If 
If node u received the “hello” messages from all its neighbors 
in the link determination phase, it will adjust the transmission 
power Pdata(u) such that u can directly communicate with all 
of its neighbors in its direct communication set DCS(u). 

Interference Announcement Phase: 
Set Pcontrol(u) = Pdata(u); 
If u is a potential interferer to the indirect linking neighbors v   

u will broadcast an “Inform” message to inform the inter-
fered nodes; 

End if 
If node u overhears an “Inform” message from node v  

If v is not a direct neighbor of u   
If Pcontrol(u) < Puv   

Set Pcontrol(u) = Pvu to ensure u’s RTS/CTS control 
packets can be correctly heard by v;  
If u is a potential interferer to an indirect linking 
neighbor i  

u will broadcast an “Inform” message to inform the 
interfered node i; 

   End if 
End if 

End if 
End if 

 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed LFTC proto-
col, we utilized a simulator in GloMoSim[14]. Ad Hoc nodes 
are randomly distributed in a square region of 1000 m x 1000 
m. The maximum transmission power of each node is 15 dBW, 
while the receive threshold is -85dBW. The raw transmission 
bandwidth is assumed to be 2 Mbps. In the simulation envi-
ronment, the adopted path loss model is 1/d2, and the maxi-
mum communication range of each node is up to 250 m. For 
comparison purposes, we take the CSMA/CA MAC protocol 
with the RTS/CTS mechanism. The AODV routing protocol 
[13] is also used and slightly modified to find the minimum 
energy consumption paths instead of the shortest paths be-
tween two end nodes. The XTC topology control algorithm 
[11] is chosen as our comparison candidate since it has the 
same advantage as our protocol which works without the aid of 
either directional or location information. Since the XTC algo-
rithm only decides on one power, then the transmission power 
for data and RTS/CTS control packets at each node is assumed 
to be the same in our simulation.  
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Before proceeding to compare and analyze the results of the 
XTC algorithm and our proposed LFTC protocol based on 
several performance metrics, we would like to understand 
more the characteristics of the resulting topology of both pro-
tocols. Fig. 5(a) shows the original network topology of 100 
nodes, wherein the nodes use the maximum power to commu-
nicate with the others. Fig. 5(b) and 5(c) represent the resulting 
topologies generated by the XTC algorithm and our LFTC 
protocol, respectively. Based on the average node’s degree in 
these topologies, we discuss their pros and cons. The average 
node’s degree should not be too large nor too small. A large 
degree implies an increase of interference and collision, as 
well as an unnecessary energy waste such as the topology 
shown in Fig 5(a). A small degree also tends to increase the 
overall network power consumption because longer paths have 
to be taken from end to end. Note that the topology of our 
protocol has a higher average degree than the one in the XTC. 
This is because each node in our protocol considers the best 
power-efficient links to every neighboring nodes, while the 
nodes in the XTC only allows a minimum number of links to 
connect to the closer neighbors. 

 
(a)                 (b)                   (c) 

Figure 5: Network topologies of 100 nodes constructed by (a) without topol-
ogy control (b) XTC protocol (c) LFTC protocol. 

For any pair of nodes in the resulting topology, we use the 
modified AODV protocol to find out the route which has the 
minimum total power consumption from among all the paths 
between them. For simplicity, we referred to this route as the 
least cost path. The energy cost in the least cost path is the 
summation of the data transmission power of all transmitting 
nodes which participate in the data dissemination along the 
path. The power depletion of the RTS/CTS control packets is 
not included in the energy cost of the path. The following two 
figures show the network density impacts on the hop counts 
and energy cost in the least cost path. The number of ad hoc 
nodes varies from 50 to 300 in the 1000 m x 1000 m region. 

Fig. 6 compares the average hop counts in our protocol with 
the one in the XTC approach. While the hop counts in both 
protocols increase as the network density becomes denser, the 
hop counts in our protocol are obviously less than that in the 
XTC. It is significant to note that the difference in the average 
hop counts of the two algorithms grows from about 2 hops in 
the 50-node network environment to around 5 hops in the 
300-node environment. It reveals that the denser the network 
size, the better the performance of the resulting topology gen-
erated by our protocol when one node sends packets to another 
node. This is because having fewer hop counts means less de-
lay time in the multi-hop wireless transmission. 

Fig. 7 shows the average energy cost of the least cost paths 
between all node pairs in the network. It can be observed that 
our protocol has similar simulation results to that performed by 
the XTC algorithm. Since the nodes in our protocol have 
slightly higher average degrees than those of the XTC, it im-

plies that the decided data transmission power of nodes in our 
protocol could be slightly more than that in the XTC. How-
ever, our protocol has the benefit of having fewer hop counts 
in the least cost path. Overall, the LFTC performs just as good 
as the XTC algorithm as regards the average energy cost in the 
least cost path. 

 
Figure 6: Average hop counts in various network densities. 

 

 
Figure 7: Average energy cost of the least cost paths between all node pairs in 
various network densities. 

The prevention mechanism for collision avoidance (inter-
ference announcement phase) is integrated with the topology 
control algorithm (link determination phase) to obtain the 
LFTC protocol. Then we compared the ratio of collision of the 
LFTC with the XTC in an environment wherein 100 nodes are 
deployed in a 1000 m x 1000 m region. Note that in the XTC, 
it is assumed that the nodes use their determined power to 
transmit both the data and the control packets. In Fig. 8, the 
x-axis represents the number of end-to-end paths (or number of 
source nodes) in which data packets are disseminating simul-
taneously. The y-axis is the ratio of total collisions of data 
packets. In the simulation, source nodes are randomly chosen 
and they send a data packet once. Retransmission mechanism 
is not implemented when collisions occur. Our protocol per-
forms close to 100 percent in terms of successful data receiv-
ing ratio regardless of how many concurrent data transmission 
paths exist in the network. On the contrary, the collision ratio 
in the XTC increases smoothly in the beginning as the number 
of paths increases. Then the ratio boosts as the number of paths 
continues to rise. When there are 50 concurrent transmission 
paths in the network, the ratio of collisions in the XTC reaches 
up to 75%, which means that only 1/4 of the total transmitted 
data packets can be received successfully. It proves that our 
protocol effectively avoids the problem of collision and en-
hances the overall performance. 

The throughput of the LFTC and the 802.11 standard in a 
100-node network is shown in Fig. 9. In the figure, we vary the 
number of source nodes which generate data packets, wherein 
each data packet is assumed to be 256 bytes. It can be ob-
served that the throughput of our LFTC is, on the average, 
about 1.7 times higher than that of the 802.11 standard. The 
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increase in channel utilization is due to the fact that multiple 
transmissions can proceed simultaneously in the LFTC proto-
col. However, in the case of the 802.11 standard, only one 
transmission at a time proceeds in the transmitter and re-
ceiver’s communication range since all their neighbors are 
within the carrier-sense range of each other. 

 
Figure 8: Ratio of collisions in 100 nodes network. 

 

 
Figure 9: Throughput performance of LFTC and 802.11 protocols. 

 

 
Figure 10: Percentage of transmission power of data and control packets in the 
LFTC protocol. 
 

It is assumed that the percentage of transmission power is 
100% if a node uses the maximum power Pmax for communica-
tion. In our LFTC protocol, Fig. 10 illustrates the percentage 
of the average and highest transmission power of data/control 
packets for all nodes over different network densities. It can be 
observed that the percentage of the average transmission 
power for either data or control packets is less than 60% of 
Pmax if our protocol is used. When the network is denser, the 
performance of energy conservation is more prominent. It is 
also noticeable that the average RTS/CTS transmission power 
is a little higher than the average data transmission power. It 
reveals that only a slightly higher power for control packets in 
some nodes is enough to block the potential interferers in the 
neighborhood from beginning their transmissions. Instead of 
using the maximum power to transmit the RTS/CTS control 
packets, our protocol can significantly conserve more energy 
in most of the nodes. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we proposed a two-phase LFTC protocol 
which deals with topology control and provides the mechanism 
to prevent the hidden terminal problem after the topology is 
constructed. Above all, our protocol is a location-free protocol. 
Each node is able to determine two optimal powers: one for 
data transmission and another for control packets transmission. 
To ensure that every transmitted data packet would be received 
intact without any interference, we used the RTS/CTS mecha-
nism in IEEE 802.11 but with a slight modification. The node 
does not necessarily use the maximum power in sending the 
RTS/CTS in order to defer all of its neighbors’ transmissions.  

Simulation results proved that our LFTC protocol has fewer 
hop counts, lower control packet overhead and smaller ratio of 
collisions when compared to another location-free protocol 
such as the XTC. In addition, it also surpasses the 802.11 
standard by about 1.7 times in throughput. The percentage of 
average transmission power in all the nodes in our protocol is 
varies from 60 percent to 20 percent of the maximum power 
when the number of nodes in the network varies from 50 to 
300. Thus, our LFTC protocol has a good energy conservation 
performance. 
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